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Where is King’s College London?



Where is King’s College London?

You
are
here



Formal
Formal Aspects or Formal Methods?

Formal methods are not widely used
but Formal aspects are everywhere

They underpin
Concert pianist analogy

Formal Aspects in Testing
Test generation is a good place to find formal aspects



Overview

Test Data Generation
The Flag Problem
Nested Predicates Problem

Some Initial Results
Testability Transformation
Other ‘non meaning-preserving’ transformations

If time permits
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TAIC PART is a testing workshop that aims to forge collaboration between industry and academia on
the challenging and exciting problem of software testing. It is sponsored by representatives of both industry
and academia, bringing together commercial and industrial software developers and users with academic
researchers working on the theory and practice of software testing.

The conference will be held at Cumberland Lodge, Windsor, UK, 29th-31st August, 2006. Cumberland lodge
is a former royal residence given to the nation in 1946 by the late Queen Mother. It is an ideal setting for a
productive and enjoyable conference, providing world-class conference facilities in an ideal location, which
resonates with centuries of historical significance, dating back to the mid 19th century.

Industrial Sponsors

http://www.taicpart.org

General Chair Mark Harman
King's College London

mark.harman@kcl.ac.uk

Program Chair Dr Phil McMinn
University of Sheffield p.mcminn@dcs.shef.ac.uk

Local Arrangements Chair Zheng Li
King's College London
zheng@dcs.kcl.ac.uk

PhD Program Chair David Willmor
University of Manchester d.willmor@cs.manchester.ac.uk

Authors are invited to submit papers describing original research, experience, tools
or industrial "challenges" in testing.

Research paper topics include:
- Theory of testing (adequacy criteria, relationship with formal methods etc.)
- Testing strategies (black-box, white-box, non-functional, state-based etc.)
- Test data generation techniques (search-based, constraint logic etc.)
- Model based testing and model checking
- Process issues and methods

Experience papers should describe industrial experience applying testing
techniques and/or tools to commercial projects or open source solutions; the
problems tackled and the results.
Tools papers should describe novel developments in environments and systems
of potential benefit to the testing community.
Industrial "challenge" papers should have at least one author whose affiliation
is non-academic and should describe an example of a real-world software testing
problem, for which help is sought from the academic research community.

Call for Papers
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Automatic Test Generation

We know that generating good quality test data is hard
and knowing what good quality means is hard

I do not propose to answer that question today

Starting point: structural test adequacy criterion
Specifically: that some branch is to be covered
most branches are covered by random test data
some difficult branches remain
and that we are going to use evolutionary testing



Structural Testing

Evolutionary Testing - Applications

TargetTarget



Distance Oriented Approaches

Evolutionary Testing - Applications

Target

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

• Identify relevant branching statements for target
node on basis of control-flow graph

• Relevant branching statements can lead to a
miss of the desired target

• In this sense approximation-level corresponds to
‘distance from target’

TargetTargetTarget

1. Approximation level1.1. Approximation levelApproximation level



Distance Oriented Approaches

Evolutionary Testing - Applications

� Fitness = Approximation_Level + Local_Distance

• Evaluation of predicate in a branching condition in
the same manner as described for safety testing,
e.g. if A = B
Local_Distance = | A - B |

Target

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

• Identify relevant branching statements for target
node on basis of control-flow graph

• Relevant branching statements can lead to a
miss of the desired target

• In this sense approximation-level corresponds to
‘distance from target’

TargetTargetTarget

1. Approximation level1.1. Approximation levelApproximation level

2. Local distance calculation in the branching
statements with undesired branching

2.2. Local distance calculation in the branchingLocal distance calculation in the branching
statements with undesired branchingstatements with undesired branching
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Value of A

fitness

if (A==0) ...

Suppose we want to make this true

Max - (| A-0 |)10 - (| A-0 |)

flag = A==0;

if (flag) ...

Value of A

fitness

0-10 10

10

The Flag Problem



Flag Landscape

Large plateau of low fitness

Tiny plateau of high fitness

transform fitness function to transform landscapeTransform program to

Better



Testability Transformation Paradox

We are testing to cover structure
… but the structure is the problem
So we transform the program
… and this alters the structure

So we need to be careful:
Are we still testing according to the same criterion?

Our transformations will preserve coverage of
Statements branches MC/DC

Current work: define a semantics to verify this



Informally

A transformation is a function on programs
which preserves meaning,of some kind or other

We need to pair the program and test adequacy criterion
– call this the test pair

A testability transformation is a function on test pairs
such that...



Testability Transformation

Test data
which

is
adequate for the transformed test pair

is
adequate for the original test pair



This is not abstract interpretation
To preserve branch coverage:

if (e) skip; else skip;
Cannot be transformed to skip;

But the program

if (e) x=1; else x=2;
Can be transformed to
if (e) skip; else skip;



disposable transformation

generate test data using the transformed program

throw away the transformed program

transformation is a means to an end not an end in itself

transformations need not preserve meaning



advantages
psychological factors

lower resistance to transformation technology

theoretical factors
correctness is inessential

algorithmic pragmatics
we have more flexibility is choosing transformations



Flag removal

Substitute definition for use
Works so long as there are no loops
Can be done while preserving

Branch coverage
Statement coverage

Let’s look at a simple example …



/* date correction for september 1752 */
if(special_days)

result = "Day did not exist.";
else

if (leapflag && is_september && day>13)
result = dayName((addMonths(month,year)+

(--day)+firstJanuary(year)+10)%7);
else ...

/* date correction for september 1752 */
if(year==1752 && month==9 && day>=3 && day<= 13)

result = "Day did not exist.";
else

if (year==1752 && month==9 && day>13)
result = dayName((addMonths(month,year)+

(--day+firstJanuary(year)+10)%7);
else ...

Special Values

Remove flags

With flags we never even got up here

With flags it took longer to get anywhere



For loops a different approach
details in paper
essential idea: add code to capture

global fitness
- number of times loop follows a ‘good’ path

local fitness
- proximity of each iteration to a ‘good’ path

modify controlling predicate to reflect fitness

an example should illustrate…



void f(char a[ELEMCOUNT])
{ int i;

int flag = 1;

for (i=0; i<ELEMCOUNT; i++)
{ if (a[i] != 0)

{ flag = 0;

}

}
if (flag)

/* target */
}



void f(char a[ELEMCOUNT])
{ int i;

int flag = 1;
int counter = 0;
double fitness = 0.0;

for (i=0; i<ELEMCOUNT; i++)
{ if (a[i] != 0)

{ flag = 0;

}
else

fitness += 1.0;
counter++;

}
if (counter==fitness)

/* target */
}

global fitness



void f(char a[ELEMCOUNT])
{ int i;

int flag = 1;
int counter = 0;
double fitness = 0.0;

for (i=0; i<ELEMCOUNT; i++)
{ if (a[i] != 0)

{ flag = 0;

}
else

fitness += 1.0;
counter++;

}
if (counter==fitness)

/* target */
}

void f(char a[ELEMCOUNT])
{ int i;

int flag = 1;
int counter = 0;
double fitness = 0.0;

for (i=0; i<ELEMCOUNT; i++)
{ if (a[i] != 0)

{ flag = 0;
fitness += local(A[i]!=0);

}
else

fitness += 1.0;
counter++;

}
if (counter==fitness)

/* target */
}

local fitness



empirical study 1

does it work?



void f(char a[ELEMCOUNT])
{ int i;

int flag = 1;

for (i=0; i<ELEMCOUNT; i++)
{ if (a[i] != 0)

{ flag = 0;

}

}
if (flag)

/* target */
}

this is a template

we can vary the element count

the higher the count

the harder the search problem















empirical study 2

does it matter?

are these flags common?





Not just for flags

Let’s take a quick look at nested predicates …



void study1(double a, double b)
{

if (a == b)
{

// target 1
double c = b + 1;
if (c == 0)
{

// target 2
. . .
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Value of ‘a’
Value of ‘b’



void study1(double a, double b)
{

if (a == b)
{

// target 1
double c = b + 1;
if (c == 0)
{

// target 2
. . .



Original search ‘landscape’

Ideal search ‘landscape’ –
possible via program

transformation?
a b
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void study1(double a, double b)
{

if (a == b)
{

// target 1
double c = b + 1;
if (c == 0)
{

// target 2
. . .

Push nested conditions to
top level?

if (a == b && c == 0)



void study1(double a, double b)
{

if (a == b)
{

// target 1
double c = b + 1;
if (c == 0)
{

// target 2
. . .

Push nested conditions to
top level?

if (a == b && c == 0)

But c is defined
here…

Need to push result
of assignments up
too

if (a == b && b+1 == 0)

Tricky if ‘inbetween’
assignments are involved in
loops, e.g.

while(…) c = c + x;



Partial Conclusion

Test data generation is hard
… anything which helps is good

Test data generation can be impeded by structure

… so transform the structure
We have to be sure to preserve branch coverage

… but not traditional meaning
This suggests a new kind of transformation

Testability Transformation



On going Work

Other problems
Side Effects
Unstructuredness

Theory
Semantics for branch coverage

Other ‘non meaning-preserving’ transforms
Vada Project – this is an abstract interpretation
Maybe more?

If there’s time I’d like to tell you a little about this

… and this



For definitions of TeTra:-

Mark Harman, Lin Hu, Rob Hierons, Joachim Wegener, Harmen Sthamer, Andre Baresel and Marc Roper.
Testability Transformation.
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For really wild non-meaning preservation that still works:-

Bogdan Korel, Mark Harman, S. Chung, P. Apirukvorapinit, R. Gupta,
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16th International Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering (ISSRE 05).
Chicago, Illinios, USA, November 8-11 2005.

For the nesting problem:-

Phil McMinn David Binkley and Mark Harman
Testability Transformation for Efficient Automated Test Data Search in the Presence of Nesting

UK Software Testing Workshop (UK Test 2005).
September 5-6, 2005, Sheffield University, UK.

For the flag problem:-

Andre Baresel, David Binkley, Mark Harman and Bogdan Korel.
Evolutionary Testing in the Presence of Loop-Assigned Flags: A Testability Transformation Approach
International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis (ISSTA 2004).

July 11th-14th, 2004, Boston, Massachusetts, USA.
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Vada System
Vada uses a core language
The rest of C is transformed into the core
This is a standard approach

Landin’s syntactic sugar, in effect

It speeds development
… and separates out correctness concerns



Transformation

The full analysis is applied to the core
We only care about variable dependence
So valid transformations include

x + y to y + x

We were able to handle switch statements very easily
The transformation was not meaning preserving

… but it was variable dependence preserving

*if p then s1 else s2 to if p then s2 else s1 ?



Unstructuredness

Unstructured control flow presents problems

Seek transformation to single-entry/single-exit

Transformation to a single while is always possible
(Note: Due to Cooper not Böhm and Jacopini)

Unfortunately the approach is to introduce flags

... and to massively alter the structure



Equivalence
Definition 4 (Functional equivalence)

Program p is functionally equivalent to program q if
they always produce the same output for the same
input.

Definition 5 (Path equivalence)
Program p is path equivalent (or strongly equivalent) to
program q if, for all inputs, the sequences of test and
actions performed by the two programs are identical.

For us, path equivalence seems a natural choice



Path Equivalence is Restrictive

42T1F31T
*

22F1F1 )σττ|στ()στ(τσ

Knuth and Floyd: ‘regular expression flowchart semantics’

Regular expression captures possible paths through flowchart

gotos cannot always be removed under path equivalence

R describes paths through structured programs

showed that

is not in R.

Hopcroft



Diagrammatically

This does not preserve (strict) path equivalence

These two predicates… get merged



Connection

This means that branch coverage of the transformed program
corresponds to branch coverage for the original

Conjecture:
In theory, we never need to co-transform the adequacy criterion



Conclusion
Transformation can help test data generation
We saw an example with flags
… and evolutionary testing
But the idea could apply more widely

Testability Transformation

There may be other non meaning preserving but useful transformations
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